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INNER SPIRITUAL CENTER
WELCOMES BACK SPIRIT ARTIST
CORAL RYDER- September 22-26th 2018

**September 22 – Enhancing your Mediumship through Color and Art
10 am – 4 pm This class is about exploring the spirit artist within! You will work with Coral in your
creativity of inspired art with color, symbology, aurgraphs and spirit portraits. No art experience is
needed for this unique workshop, only a willingness to expand and explore your mediumship by
exploring the creative part within you. Materials Supplied. $105.00

**September 23- Demonstration of Spirit Art Mediumship
1 pm- 3 pm Audience Gallery Format- Continuity of Life, Spirit Portraits, Communication and Messages $35.00
**September 24- An experimental Evening of Animal Communication
6:30 pm – 9 pm- This class is designed to get you sensing “outside of the box.”- Expand your psychic

abilities and explore the potential of feeling the sensitivity of our animals. Bring a picture of a special
animal of yours – either living or on the spirit side. $45.00

**September 25- Pareidolia Workshop.
6:30 -9:30- Pareidolia is a term where patterns are seen in random data or places. We look at the
moon and see a face; we look at a cloud and see an animal. Experience and learn to use nature and
our natural ability in order to stimulate your clairvoyance. By using our sensitivity, we can become
aware of information or stimuli that can enhance our psychic and mediumistic abilities. $45.00

September 24, 25- Private Readings- Auragraph or Spirit Portrait $120.00
Contact Sharon for availability and payment- Payment at time of booking- no refunds
(Bio info on the back)

Coral Ryder CSNU- Biography
Coral is the daughter of SNU Minister Ann Robson and Healer Jim Robson and as such has grown
up with an awareness of spirit and Spiritualism. In 2005 she was told by spirit to put down what she
was doing and to draw. She is not a trained artist yet with spirit guiding her hand has developed
the ability to draw spirit portraits reuniting people with the faces of their loved ones. In 2012 she
had the honour of being the first person to gain a Certificate of Recognition (CSNU) from the
Spiritualist National Union in demonstrating Spirit Art. In 2015 she was featured in the book
Spirit Paintings and Art from the Afterlife. She serves Churches and Centers in the UK and abroad
demonstrating her art and running workshops on both the subjects of Spirit and Psychic Art;
helping others to explore their mediumship through art and discover the hidden artist within. She
regularly tutors for the International Spiritualist Federation (ISF) at their Fraternal weeks and
weekends in various countries across the globe as well as running weekly audio classes on SNUI the
Spiritualists National Unions International website covering Spirit Portraits and Auragraphs.
Along with her art Coral is the co-editor of a small international Spiritual Magazine, writes
inspired poetry and one of her poems was used as the lyrics to 'Spiritual Age', a song written to
celebrate Hydesville day.
Contrary to popular belief you do not need to be an artist in order to become a Spirit Artist, for if
the ability is within you then spirit can help to bring it out. Like other forms of mediumship it takes
time and dedication to develop. Coral has recently opened and runs her own shop/center called
Spirit Within Art.
:
Auragraph:- A symbolic representation through color and pictures of your life path, current areas of
interest and/or potential.

Spirit Portrait:- Portrait that Coral did of the Spirit Person on the left. The client supplied the
picture of their loved one as confirmation after the portrait had been done.

